DEMONSTRATIONS OR ILLUSTRATED TALK ENTRY FORM

Entry Deadline - Tuesday, January 17, 2012 (turn form in at non perishable check-in)

Please check one: ____Demonstration  ____Illustrated Talk

Teacher/Leader__________________________________________________________

Chapter/School/Club_____________________________________________________

Teacher/Leader Mailing Address___________________________________________

City_________________________ Zip_______________________

Teacher/Leader Phone/e-mail: day__________ evening_________ e-mail____________

The Youth Fair will provide a demonstration table, demonstration tray, easel, and microphone.
Before and after the demonstration, participants may use oven, refrigerator and stove, provided they are requested. The stove/oven is a commercial model. No one is available to assist with use. All other equipment should be brought by Demonstrator.

Please check one:

_____Individual    or    _____Team Presentation

Title of Demonstration/Illustrated Talk:________________________________________

1. Exhibitor Name________________________________________________________

    Check equipment needed:
    ______ electrical outlet
    ______ use of stove/oven
    ______ use of refrigerator

Complete for second team member:

2. Exhibitor Name________________________________________________________

    Check preferred time for 1st choice, 2nd choice, 3rd choice:

    _____ 9:00 a.m.      ____10:15 a.m.
    _____ 9:15 a.m.      ____10:30 a.m.
    _____ 9:30 a.m.      ____10:45 a.m.
    _____ 9:45 a.m.      ____11:00 a.m.
    _____ 10:00 a.m.

Time will be confirmed.